
Aunt Linda always makes the most boujee Brussels sprouts — she even drizzles them with truffle oil. And that’s

no cap . 

Uncle Simon tried to flex how many kitchen gadgets he has by flambe-ing the marshmallows on top of the sweet

potato casserole. But it was a real bruh moment when he lit grandma’s tablecloth on fire.

Great-Grandma’s stuffing recipe really slaps .

I lowkey just show up at Thanksgiving for the food.

Don’t get salty at me just because I asked you to take out the trash. 

Q: After dinner, want to take a long walk and try to walk off some of this turkey? A: Bet.

 

After you set the table, let’s go yeet the football around in the backyard while we wait for the food to be ready.

 

It was sus when Betty said she’d made the pecan pie, but then I found the Harris Teeter bakery box in the garage

trashcan. 

Mom keeps making us listen to “The Greatest Showman” soundtrack over and over. She’s such a Hugh Jackman

stan .

 

Your girlfriend seems really nice. Why don’t you full send it and propose to her at Christmas this year?

You need to stop vibin’ on the couch and get up and help with the dishes. 

BET: a phrase of affirmation used to express

understanding, confirmation or acknowledgement; can

be substituted with “for sure” or “sounds good.”

BOUJEE: luxurious, elite, rich

 

BRUH MOMENT: a moment of embarrassment

 

CAP: a lie; to lie

 

FLEX: to show off or boast, brag

 

FULL SEND: to do something with no regard for the

repercussions or consequences of the action. The

action being taken is usually considered to be risky.

 

LOWKEY: adjective used to describe something

secretive, unexpected or felt to a low extent.

HIGHKEY: adjective used to describe

something that is obvious or public knowledge

SALTY: adjective used to describe being mildly

annoyed, upset, bitter.

 

SLAPS: to be amazing or extraordinary

 

STAN: an enthusiastic or obsessive fan. Comes from

combining the words “stalker” and “fan.”

 

SUS: adjective used to suggest that someone or

something is suspicious, shady or questionable. It is

usually used when someone does something that is

considered bizarre or creepy.

 

VIBE: commonly used as a verb (vibin’, vibing),

referring to a relaxed or “chill” state of mind

 

YEET: To throw an object with great velocity
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